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Splinters 
A splinter is an unusual (often double) jump in the auction that shows: 
• A good fit for partner’s suit  
• Shortness (0-1 in the splinter suit) 
• No wasted values (not the A or K in the splinter suit) 
• Values for game (without extras). 
 
Splinters can be very useful for the partnership to know when (and when not) to explore low-HCP slams. 
 
Because a splinter uses up significant space in the auction, it should be used to show something very specific.  If the 
definition is too broad, then it will be difficult to know whether or not it’s safe to continue exploring. 
 
Rather than memorizing specific point-count ranges, think of it this way: “Enough for game, and interest in slam op-
posite the right hand. ” (Thanks to Larry Cohen for this quote.) 
 

Splinters are alertable.   

 

Responder can splinter in response to opener’s major suit opener with: 

• 4+ of partner’s suit 
• A singleton or void (not an A or K) 
• ~10 to 13 HCPs (12 to 15 support points) 

Here’s a typical hand where you fully expect to take at least 10 tricks and may well have slam with the right fit: 

} QJ32 { A72  [ 2  ] KJT32  

If partner opens 1S, you would show this hand by jumping to 4D. 

Your partner (opener) has excellent information to decide what to do next: 

• } AK765 { K3  [ J873  ] A4: With strength and controls outside of diamonds, explore slam (4H control in 

this case, or 4N keycard with a strong hand).  Note that this hand with the above dummy is a huge favorite in 6S. 

• } K7654 { QJ3  [ AKQ9  ] Q: Otherwise, just bid 4S.  With the above dummy, the limit is 11 tricks, even 

though this hand is stronger than the previous hand. 
 

So what does responder do with a hand that’s too strong or otherwise unsuitable for a splinter?  The simple answer 

is: Something other than a splinter! We might still have a slam against a minimum opener but it’s less likely. 

• } QJ3 { A72  [ 2  ] KJT532: Without 4-card support, bid clubs, then jump in spades to show support and 

force to game 

• } QJ32 { AK2  [ 2  ] KJT32: If your hand is too strong for a splinter, bid Jacoby 2NT 

• } QJ32 { T72  [ A  ] KJT32: With an A or K in the short suit, again start with Jacoby 2NT.  Note that your 

partner may misread slam prospects if you splinter. 
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Responder can also splinter in response to opener’s minor opener, but it requires much better support  (and no 4-

card major).  Our target may be 3N or it may be 5-6 of our minor.   

} 2 { A72  [ KJT2  ] KQT32: If partner opens 1C, splinter by bidding 3S.  Partner (opener) can bid 3N (pass) 

or 4C (bid 5C) or bid a control (bid keycard). 

 
~~~ 
Opener can splinter in support of responder’s suit.  This shows game-going values (opposite responder’s possible 6 
pts) and shortness: 

• } KJ4 { AQJ3  [ AQJ54  ] 2: After 1D-1H, bid 4C to force to game in hearts with club shortness. 
 
 
~~~ 
Or Responder can splinter in support of opener’s 2nd suit: 

• } KT76 { AQJ764  [ -  ] Q43: After 1C-1H-1S, bid 4D to force to game in hearts with club shortness. 
 
Note that we don’t splinter in one of partner’s suits since our shortness is not as likely to be an asset.  The above 
hand is very different than this hand: 

• } KT76 { AQJ764  [ Q43  ] -: After 1C-1H-1S, with this hand, just bid 4S. 
 
 
~~~ 

The partner of the one who splinters should think of it this way: 

• An A in partner’s splinter suit is about neutral 

• Soft honors (K, Q or J) in partner’s splinter suit don’t carry full value (and may be worthless) 

• Honors outside of partner’s splinter suit gain value 

 

There are plenty of further, more advanced ideas with splinters that we can explore later: Mini-splinters, self-

splinters, etc. 


